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Generation-Work, or, a Brief and Seasonable Word Offered to the View and Consideration of the Saints and People of God in This Generation, Relating to the Work of the Present Age, or Generation We Live in Wherein is Shewed, I. What Generation-Work is, and How It Differs From Other Works, ii. That Saints in the Several Generations They Have Lived in, Have Had the Proper and Peculiar Works of Their Generations, iii. That It is a Thing of Very Great Concernment for a Saint to Attend to and Be Industrious in, the Work of His Generation, iv. Wherein Doth the Work of the Present Generation Lye, V. How Each One in Particular May Find Out That Part or Parcel of It, That is Properly His Work in His Generation, Vi. How Generation-Work May Be so Carried on, as That God May Be Served in the Generation / by John Tillinghast. [REVIEW]
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